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Abstrakt: 

Během posledních čtyř let způsobil systém nazývaný Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short 

Palindromic Repeats (CRISPR)/Cas9 malou revoluci v genových modifikacích. Enzym Cas9 

využívá naváděcí RNA (sgRNA) k navázání komplementární dvouřetězcové DNA, kterou poté 

rozštěpí. Krystalová struktura proteinu Cas9 pocházejícího ze Streptococcus pyogenes (SpCas9) odkrývá 

vzájemná působení mezi sgRNA, cílovou DNA a peptidovými řetězci SpCas9. Ukazuje, že hybridní 

molekula sgRNA-DNA je umístěna v kanálu vytvořeném mezi hlavními laloky SpCas9. Strukturní 

data také demonstrují, jak domény SpCas9 váží sgRNA, což osvětluje, proč některé sekvence této 

RNA musí být zachovány pro správnou funkci a jiné mohou být změněny. Pro rozpoznání cílové 

DNA je nutný její krátký úsek označován jako PAM (z anglického Protospacer Adjacent Motif), 

pouze po jeho úspěšném rozpoznání SpCas9 může být zahájena tvorba sgRNA-DNA molekuly. 

Po vytvoření této hybridní molekuly jsou oba řetězce DNA rozštěpeny pomocí nukleázových 

domén SpCas9. Pokud jsou aminokyseliny v katalytickém centru těchto domén změněny, doména 

se stává nefunkční. Tyto mutantní proteiny jsou vhodné ke specifickému vázání DNA a tvoření 

jednořetězcových zlomů, nebo mohou být spojeny s jinými efektorovými doménami. 
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Abstract: 

Over the last four years Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeats 

(CRISPR)/Cas9 system caused a small genome editing revolution. Cas9 uses a single guide RNA 

(sgRNA) to target a double stranded DNA based on complementarity and consequently cleaves it. 

The crystal structure of the Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9) reveals interactions between the 

sgRNA, the target DNA and the protein. The sgRNA-DNA heteroduplex is accommodated in 

a main groove formed by the two main SpCas9 lobes. The structure shows how the sgRNA is 

contacted by the SpCas9s domains and explains why some sequences of the sgRNA are essential 

for proper function and other can be altered. For an identification of the target DNA by SpCas9 

the Protospacer Adjacent Motif (PAM) is an essential DNA sequence and only after it was 

successfully bound an initiation of the sgRNA-DNA heteroduplex is started. After the formation 

of the heteroduplex the cleavage of the two DNA strands is mediated by the two nuclease domains 

within SpCas9. Amino acid substitutions in the catalytic centers of the nuclease domains disrupt 

their activity. Such mutant proteins are useful for specifically targeting and nicking a DNA, or can 

be fused with other effector domains. 
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Glossary 

Cas  CRISPR-associated 

Cas9n  Cas9 nickase 

CASCADE  CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense 

CRISPR  clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic repeat 

crRNA  CRISPR RNA 

CTD  C-terminal domain 

dCas9  deactivated Cas9 or catalytically dead Cas9 

DSB   double-strand break 

dsDNA  double stranded DNA 

gRNA  guide RNA 

HPLC  high-performance liquid chromatography 

HR  homologous recombination 

MS  mass spectrometry 

NHEJ  non-homologous end-joining 

nt  nucleotides 

NUC  nuclease 

PAM  protospacer adjacent motif 

PI  PAM-interacting 

pre-crRNA precursor crRNA 

REC  recognition 

RVD  repeat-variable di-residue 

sgRNA  single guide RNA 

SpCas9  Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 

TAL  transcription activator-like 

TALEN  transcription activator-like effector nuclease 

TOPO  topoisomerase II-homology 

tracrRNA  trans-activating crRNA 

ZFN   zinc-finger nuclease 
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Introduction 

Being able to specifically target DNA loci in vivo gives researches opportunities to manipulate their 

favorite genes. To increase or decrease its expression or to completely silence or even knock-out 

the locus is priceless in functional studies and can lead to new breaking discoveries. 

An essential step in genome engineering is introduction of Double-Strand Breaks (DSBs) which 

then allow to edit a genome using natural DNA repair mechanisms. Genomic DNA with DSB can 

be repaired by two main DNA repair pathways, Non-Homologous End-Joining (NHEJ) and 

Homologous Recombination (HR). NHEJ is prone to insertion and deletion of nucleotides, hence 

can lead to frameshift mutations if the DSB was located within an exon and therefore the gene 

product can be truncated or lost. An alternative pathway is via homologous recombination, 

however it requires a template homologous to the target locus. HR can occur even without a DSB, 

but the frequency is much higher on substrate with DSB (Takata et al., 1998). HR mechanism can 

exchange segment over several kilo base pairs long (Hoshijima et al., 2016; Irion et al., 2014), 

therefore can be used to delete or insert whole gene. 

Targeted nucleases are developed to introduce DSBs to increase the HR occurrence. As pioneers 

of DNA targeting in vivo were utilized Cys2His2 zinc-finger domains naturally present in many 

transcription factors (Miller et al., 1985). Fusing the Fok I nuclease domain with several Cys2His2 

zinc-finger domains it was obtained a protein with endonuclease activity and specific DNA 

targeting, the Zinc-Finger Nuclease (ZFN) (Durai et al., 2005; Kim et al., 1996). Individual zinc-

finger domains recognize 3 base pair sequences, resulting in relatively large libraries of zinc-finger 

domains to target different combinations. Even bigger complication is that the adjacent domains 

influence each other. The result is that the preparation of such protein is very time consuming and 

costly. And it is still impossible to design ZFN for every genomic locus due to, for example, DNA 

modifications (Maeder et al., 2009). 

Big breakthrough in genome manipulation came when Transcription Activator-Like Effector 

Nucleases (TALENs) were discovered. While ZFN takes weeks to prepare, TALEN can be 

prepared in days. It is a module system based on transcription activator-like (TAL) DNA binding 

proteins from plant pathogenic bacteria Xanthomonas sp. Once injected into the nucleus of the host, 

they activate its gene expression (Bai et al., 2000). In 2009 the target gene specificity was finally 

deciphered and the potential to target any DNA sequence demonstrated (Boch and Bonas, 2009; 

Moscou and Bogdanove, 2009). Fusing TAL effector DNA binding protein modules with the Fok I 

nuclease researches obtained a universal genome engineering tool. TALEN have major advantage 
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over the ZFN in the fact that the TAL DNA binding modules differ only in two repeat-variable 

di-residues (RVDs). Each RVD binds specifically a single base pair, so only four TAL subunits are 

needed. 

Despite TALENs being relatively easy to design and use, they are outdone in many ways by 

targeting system guided by RNA. In this text I recapitulate nowadays most used DNA targeting 

nuclease, the Clustered Regularly Interspaced Short Palindromic Repeat (CRISPR)/CRISPR-

associated (Cas) system. I mainly focus on the structural interactions between the protein parts and 

the nucleic acid parts and what functional role these interactions play. 

CRISPR/Cas9 system targets and cleaves a double stranded DNA (dsDNA) using a single protein 

and a guide RNA (gRNA). It targets the DNA specifically via base complementarity between the 

target DNA and the gRNA. The DNA target can be any sequence 17-20 nucleotides (nt) long 

directly followed by a short sequence motif typical for the used Cas9 protein (e. g. for the most 

used Cas9 the Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9) it is 5’-NGG-3’). The targeting sequence creates 

the 5’ part of the gRNA while the 3’ part is conserved and interacts with the Cas9 protein. 

Discovery of CRISPR 

CRISPRs are palindromic DNA segments followed by spacers in between them. They are found 

in genomes of prokaryotic organisms. These sequences were first discovered in the genome of E. 

coli by a group of scientist led by Atsuo Nakata from Osaka University in 1987 (Ishino et al., 1987). 

Their biological function, however, remained unknown. Later it was suggested that the origin of 

the spacers between these sequences is extrachromosomal, mainly derived from bacteriophages 

and that it might have a key role in immunity against them (Bolotin et al., 2005; Mojica et al., 2005; 

Pourcel et al., 2005). 

This hypothesis was tested in vivo on Streptococcus thermophilus, Gram-negative bacteria commonly 

used in a diary industry. CRISPR loci of several S. thermophilus strains, including phage-resistant and 

non-resistant strains, were compared. Most differences were recognized in the CRISPR1 locus. 

Spacers between the two groups were similar, but phage-resistant strains had additional ones in 

their CRISPR locus whereas wild types had not. Next, a virus-sensitive S. thermophilus strand was 

infected with two bacteriophages and resistant colonies were acquired. Analysis of the CRISPR1 

locus of these newly resistant mutant clones revealed that one to four spacers were added to the 

bacterial genome. Importantly these sequences showed high similarity with sequences of the phages 

used for the experiment (Barrangou et al., 2007). 
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It was hypothesized that Cas genes play major role in the CRISPR driven immune response 

(Makarova et al., 2006). When inactivating Cas5 in phage-resistant mutants these became sensitive 

to the infection again. Cas7 inactivation didn’t revert the resistance, but knock-out of Cas7 in 

wildtype S. thermophilus disabled the ability to incorporate new spacers into its genome (Barrangou 

et al., 2007). 

Further research showed that exogenous DNA is cleaved into approximately 30 base pairs long 

pieces by Cas proteins and incorporated in the CRISPR region in the genome. Once transcribed, 

these CRISPR RNAs (crRNAs) form a complex with Cas nucleases and guide them to a foreign 

DNA via Watson-Crick base pairing. The targeted sequence is upstream next to a protospacer 

adjacent motif (PAM). Cas enzyme then cleaves the sequence and destroys it (Jinek et al., 2012). 

Functional types of CRISPR across microorganisms 

Five distinct types of CRISPR were identified in various Prokaryotic species. While they all serve 

a function in incorporating, targeting and cleaving foreign nucleic acids, protein complexes used 

and functional mechanisms vary. All types utilize crRNA and Cas proteins. Type I CRISPR uses a 

multiprotein complex Cascade (CRISPR-associated complex for antiviral defense) formed by Cse 

proteins and a crRNA, which target double-stranded DNA. Once the targeted sequence is bound 

in the complex, the DNA is unwound in an R-loop structure and then Cas3 nuclease approaches 

and cleaves it (Sinkunas et al., 2013). Much like the type I, the type III also uses a multiprotein 

complex. It is composed of several (6-7) Cmr proteins and a crRNA. However the type III targets 

DNA or RNA (Samai et al., 2015). Despite relatively different function, these two complexes are 

very similar in organization of proteins into larger complexes (Figure 1). Both show a helical order 

around its crRNA. Proteins found in a distinct place within the complexes are usually members of 

the same Cas superfamily (Spilman et al., 2013). The type IV also utilizes protein crRNA–effector 

complex, but this complex has only a single copy of Cas proteins that are multiplied in the types I 

and III. The type V employs a single protein effector (Cpf1) (Jung et al., 2016; Makarova et al., 

2015a; Yamano et al., 2016) much like the type II (Figure 2).  
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Figure 1 Structural organization of CRISPR-Cas effector complexes targeting either 
RNA or DNA. The Cse and Cmr CRISPR-Cas systems both include Cas 
proteins from the same superfamilies of Cas proteins. Color coding: large subunit 
(blue), small subunit (yellow), Cas5 superfamily (orange), Cas7 superfamily (green) 
and Cas6 superfamily proteins (gray). Adopted from (Spilman et al., 2013). 

 

The type II, in contrast of Types I, III and IV, uses 

a single-protein ribonucleoprotein complex 

consisting of an endonuclease Cas9, a crRNA and 

a trans-activating crRNA (tracrRNA) (Sapranauskas 

et al., 2011). The crRNA and the tracrRNA forms 

duplex and then guides Cas9 onto the target DNA 

with an appropriate PAM. The target is recognized 

via 20nt complementarity with the crRNA, an R-loop 

is formed and, consequently, the DNA is cleaved. Due to its single-protein effector complex, the 

type II was the first CRISPR/Cas system, mainly CRISPR/Cas9 from Streptococcus pyogenes, 

developed as a tool in molecular biology. Scientist designed different modified Cas9s able to bind, 

nick or cleave eukaryotic DNA in vivo. 

 

Figure 2 Functional 
classification of 

CRISPR/Cas 
systems. The known 
types I to V are 
divided into two larger 
classes based on their 
effector complexes. The 
class 1 utilizes many 
protein units in its 
complexes wheres the 
class 2 uses single 
protein complexes. 
Adopted from 
(Makarova et al., 
2015b). 

 

Streptococcus pyogenes type II CRISPR/Cas9  

TracrRNAs role in the CRISPR type II complex 

A crRNA consist of two major parts. A 5’ 20 nt protospacer-derived sequence and a repeat-derived 

approximately 22 nt long 3’end. However a crRNA is originally transcribed as a precursor crRNA 
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(pre-crRNA) over 500 nucleotides in length. Successful processing of the pre-crRNA requires 

pairing of the 3’ repeat of the pre-crRNA with a tracrRNA. Only then the pre-crRNA is diced by 

RNase III into matured crRNA in the presence of Cas9. This was demonstrated when both 

tracrRNA and the pre-crRNA were incubated with E. coli RNase III in vitro. When only one of the 

RNAs was present, it has not been cut. When annealed and then treated with RNase III, cleaved 

crRNA and tracrRNA have been detected. The TracrRNA is primary transcribed as a 171 nt or 

a 89 nt long RNA, but in the maturation process of pre-crRNA it is shorten to 75 or 65 nt 

(Deltcheva et al., 2011). 

Usage of a single guide RNA 

While a crRNA-tracrRNA duplex works well in prokaryotic defense in nature, in laboratory use it 

is advantageous to fuse these two RNAs into one. The single guide RNA (sgRNA) mimics the 

ternary structure of the duplex, it is composed of crRNA on the 5’ end followed by a four 

nucleotides loop and a tracrRNA-derived sequence. Downstream the crRNA-derived sequence 

(the guide sequence), there is a hairpin structure (the repeat-antirepeat duplex), which respects the 

base pairing in the crRNA-tracrRNA duplex (Figure 3). Conserved sequence, nucleotides 5 to 12 

after the repeat-antirepeat, is essential for proper Cas9 binding. Minimal length of a tracrRNA tail 

in a functional sgRNA is 48 nt, which is tracrRNA tail consisting of stem loop 1 (sgRNA(+48)) 

(Jinek et al., 2012). Extending the 3’end by second or even third stem loop (sgRNA(+67) and 

sgRNA(+85) respectively) improves in vivo nuclease activity immensely (Hsu et al., 2013). It has 

been discovered that the sgRNA forms with the DNA a T-shaped structure using –Watson-Crick 

pairing, stacking interactions and also an interaction between the phosphate from backbone and 2-

amino group of a guanine (Nishimasu et al., 2014). Biochemical (Jinek et al., 2012) and structural 

(Nishimasu et al., 2014) data shows, that Cas9 recognizes the 5’-NGG-3’on the non-

complementary strand, but does not recognizes the sequence 3’-NCC-5’ on the complementary 

strand.  
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Figure 3 Schematic sgRNA – target DNA duplex. The guide part of sgRNA is light blue, repeat part is dark blue, parts derived from tracrRNA are 
red, tetraloop grey and the stem1 – stem2 linker violet. Adopted from (Nishimasu et al., 2014). 

Crystal structure of Streptococcus pyogenes Cas9 (SpCas9) and the SpCas9-sgRNA-DNA 

complex 

To fully understand the interactions in the SpCas9-sgRNA-DNA ribonucleoprotein it was key to 

obtain its crystal structure at the highest possible resolution. Several research groups prepared and 

described such crystals (or crystals of SpCas9 without the nucleic acids) with resolution as high as 

2,5 Ǻ (Anders et al., 2014; Jinek et al., 2014; Nishimasu et al., 2014). Nishimasu et al. substituted 

two cysteines in SpCas9 (Cys80 and Cys574) for leucine and glutamic acid to improve solubility. 

The nuclease function was preserved, as demonstrated in human embryonic kidney cells 

(HEK293FT). Since the co-crystalized target DNA would be cleaved during crystallization, 

therefore two residues in nuclease domains of SpCas9 (Asp10 and His840) were replaced with 

alanines, disrupting the nuclease activity (Nishimasu et al., 2014). This step ensured that the target 

DNA strands can’t dissociated from the active site (Anders et al., 2014). 

Nishimasu et al. obtained two crystals of the SpCas9-sgRNA-DNA complex and analyzed them 

using single-wavelength anomalous dispersion method, despite differences in structure of the two 

crystals, they both bound sgRNA and DNA identically. The main observed difference between 

them was in the connection of the two nuclease domains. In molecule A the RuvC-like domain 

was connected with the HNH domain by a linker, in molecule B the HNH domain was not visible. 

This points out high conformational freedom of SpCas9. 

The crystal structure showed that SpCas9 is approximately 100 Ǻ x 100 Ǻ x 50 Ǻ large and is 

composed of two main lobes (Figure 4). The recognition lobe (REC, also referred to as the α helix 

lobe) is formed of a bridge helix – a long α-helix region (AC 60-93), REC1 (AC 94 – 179 and 308 

– 713) and REC2 (180-307). The nuclease lobe (NUC) contains RuvC (AC 1 – 59, 718 – 769, and 
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909 – 1098), HNH (AC 775 – 908) and PAM-interacting (PI) domains (1099 – 1368). The PI 

domain is composed of two sub-domains, a topoisomerase II-homology domain (TOPO domain) 

and a C-terminal domain (CTD). The sgRNA-DNA duplex is hold in the positively charged groove 

formed between the two lobes (Anders et al., 2014; Jinek et al., 2014; Nishimasu et al., 2014). The 

two main lobes are connected together by two linkers, one is an Arg-rich sequence (amino acid 

residues 59 to 76) and the other one is formed by four AA residues (714 to 717). 

Apo-SpCas9 (SpCas9 without sgRNA and target DNA) is catalytically inactive due to a different 

conformation of the lobes (Figure 4). Without the sgRNA, SpCas9 creates two grooves. The 

narrow and deep one mostly in the nuclease lobe is approximately 40 Å long, 20 Å wide, and 15 Å 

deep. The RuvC domain is forming one side and the other is formed by the HNH domain and a 

part of REC lobe. So, the two nuclease activity sites are 25 Ǻ apart on the opposite sides of the 

nuclease lobe cleft. The second one is shallower and over 25 Å wide, running across almost the 

whole REC lobe. The sgRNA binding is needed to undergo a conformation change to activate the 

nuclease function (Jinek et al., 2014). 
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Figure 4 Schematic 
illustration of the Apo-
SpCas9 protein. A) Domain 
ordering in the SpCas9 
sequence. The RuvC-like 
domain is assembled from 
three separated parts RuvC-
I, RuvC-II and RuvC-III. 
The RuvC-I domain is 
followed by the arginine-rich 
linker a REC lobe (α-helical 
lobe), then there are RuvC-II 
and RuvC-III with HNH 
domain in between them. 
Whole sequence is ended by 
the TOPO-homology domain 
and CTD which together 
form the PAM-interacting 
domain together. B) Color 
coded ribbon model of the 
SpCas9 with highlighted 
active sites. C) Color-coded 
surface model of the SpCas9 
with the two clefts pointed 
out. Coding: the HNH 
domain yellow, RuvC 
domain blue, CTD red, 
TOPO pink, arginine-rich 
linker violet, REC lobe grey. 
D) Surface model of SpCas9 
with electrostatic potential 
visualization from −10 
kT/e (red) to +10 kT/e 
(blue). E) Surface model of 
evolutional conservation. 
Conserved parts are wine red, 
most variable are cyan. 
Adopted from (Jinek et al, 
2014). 

 

 

 

 

 

REC lobe sequence-independent sgRNA binding 

Using Dali search (Holm and Rosenstrom, 2010), an algorithm comparing sequence and structure 

of a protein of interest with structures from Protein data bank, it was determined that the REC 

lobe has Cas9-specific structure since no similarities were found in other proteins (Nishimasu et 

al., 2014). REC1 consist of 25 α helices and two β sheets, REC2 is composed of six α helices. When 

the REC2 domain was removed, Cas9 still was able to cleave target DNA, suggesting that REC2 is 
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not essential for Cas9 function. On the other hand, the loss of REC1 resulted in complete loss of 

Cas9 activity. 

First contact of Cas9 with the sgRNA is by the REC lobe. It is mediated by binding between 

backbone phosphate groups of the sgRNA’s nucleotides (2, 4, 5, 6, 13-20) and REC1 amino acid 

residues (Arg165, Gly166, Arg403, Asn407, Lys510, Tyr515, and Arg661) and a bridge helix (Arg63, 

Arg66, Arg70, Arg71, Arg74, and Arg78). Also 2’-hydroxyl groups of four nucleotides (1, 15, 16, 

19) create hydrogen bonds with residues of the RuvC nuclease domain (Val1009) as well as REC1 

(Tyr450, Arg447/Ile448, and Thr404). The participation of the 2’-hydroxyl group of ribose 

contributes to discriminating between RNA and DNA, since DNA does not have the 2’-hydroxyl 

group. The above mentioned interactions form a structure where PAM-proximal nucleotides (13-

20) are accessible to the solvent and may proceed to form Watson-Crick pairing with targeted 

DNA. These nucleotides are called the seed region. Residues of the bridge helix Arg66, ARg70, 

Arg74 forms multiple bonds with the sgRNA seed region and play the key role in recognizing the 

molecule. If mutated, the function of Cas9 is reduced significantly, whereas mutations of the Arg78 

or Arg165, which bind to the seed region only via one salt bond each, only decrease the cleavage 

activity moderately. The bridge helix is conserved across all known Cas9s. Despite the binding 

being sequence-independent, there has been described two sequence-specific bonds between U16-

Arg447 and G18-Arg71. This is consistent with observed tendencies of Cas9 to prefer sgRNA with 

guanine at position 18 (Nishimasu et al., 2014), (Wang et al., 2014). 

Recognition of repeat-antirepeat duplex  

Bases of the U23/A49 and A42/G43 form hydrogen bonds with Arg1122 and the carbonyl group 

of Phe351. The base from U44 is incorporated in between Tyr325 and His328, where the N3 bonds 

with Tyr325. Unpaired G43 creates stacking interaction with Tyr359 and hydrogen bonds with 

Asp364. The repeat-antirepeat duplex is recognized by the REC lobe, which differs in sequence as 

well as length between subtypes of Cas9. This explains why sgRNAs are specific for particular 

ortholog. When G43 or U44 were substituted for another nucleotide, the activity of SpCas9 

decreases. Because the bonds are created by atoms from the bases, not the sugar-phosphate 

backbone, above mentioned interactions are sequence specific. This explains why the repeat-

antirepeat part of sgRNA must be conserved in order to function. 

The G21 creates a wobble pair with U50 and stack with the last pair of the guide-target 

heteroduplex and also binds with the bridge helix (Tyr72 and Arg75 respectively). This interaction 

is in contrast with the repeat-antirepeat sequence interaction, since it is highly conserved in all 
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subtypes of Cas9. Therefore it might be an important structure for the formation of the T-shape 

structure (Nishimasu et al., 2014). 

Stem loops 1 – 3 bindings 

The stem loop 1 of the sgRNA uses its phosphate backbone to bind with REC1, PI domain and 

also the bridge helix. Stacking interaction and hydrogen bonding between the protein and 2’-

hydroxyl group are utilized too. 

The stem loop 2 interacts with the NUC lobe via hydrogen bonds formed between the peptide and 

the non-Watson-Crick base pair A68/G81. The stem loop 3 binds with the NUC lobe forming 

more interactions then the stem loop 2, these are formed between the phosphate of G92 with 

RuvC-like domain and also multiple hydrogen bonds between A88, G89, U90, C91 and the amino 

acids (Nishimasu et al., 2014). 
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Figure 5 Schematic visualization of the SpCas9-sgRNA-DNA complex. Top) Ribbon illustration of the SpCas9-sgRNA-DNA complex, the disordered 
linker is red dotted. Middle) Surface visualization of the SpCas9-sgRNA-DNA complex. Color-coding: the HNH domain violet, the RuvC domain 
light blue, the PI domain beige, the bridge helix green, REC1 and REC2 shades of grey, arginine-rich linker fuchsia, target DNA yellow, guide part of 
sgRNA sky blue, repeat part of sgRNA navy blue, anti-repeat and stem loops red and tetraloop grey. Bottom) Surface electrostatic potential (blue is 
positive, red negative). Shows nicely the positively charged groove where the sgRNA-DNA heteroduplex is located. For better illustration of the groove the 
HNH domain is not shown. Adopted and edited from (Nishimasu et al., 2014). 

PAM specificity is dependent on the PAM-interacting domain 

PAM-interacting domain consist of the Topo (topoisomerase-like) domain and CTD (C-terminal 

domain)(Anders et al., 2014; Jinek et al., 2014). It is formed by seven α helices (a46–a52) and three 

antiparallel β sheets (first: β18–β20, second: β 21– β 23 26, 27 and third: β 24 and β 25). The 
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structure of the PI domain is, as well as the structure of REC lobe, unique to Cas9 protein. The 

PAM is recognized on the non-complementary strand of the target DNA, which was demonstrated 

by mutating the PAM sequence on the complementary and the non-complementary strand and 

then observing the cleavage activity (Jinek et al., 2012; Sternberg et al., 2014). To prove that the PI 

domain dictates the PAM specificity of the protein, two hybrid Cas9s were prepared. Streptococcus 

thermophilus CRISPR3/Cas9 and S. pyogenes CRISPR2/Cas9 require different PAM sequences (5’-

NGGNG-3’ for S. t. and 5’-NGG-3’ for S. p.) despite of their crRNA repeats and tracrRNA can 

be interchangeable (Fonfara et al., 2014). SpCas9 containing the PI from S. thermophilus (Sp-St3Cas9 

and vice versa St3Cas9 with PI from S. pyogenes (St3-SpCas9) were tested on variants of potential 

DNA substrates with one or another PAM sequence. The 5’-NGG-3’ was cleaved by SpCas9 and 

the St3-SpCas9 but not by the Sp-St3Cas9 nor the St3Cas9, which shows that the change of the PI 

domain is enough to alter the PAM requirement. However the Sp-St3Cas9 still cleaved the 5’-

NGG-3’only with lesser efficiency. Mutant Cas9 with deleted PI domain was not able to cleave the 

target DNA, pointing out the essential role of the PI domain (Nishimasu et al., 2014). To see which 

residues of the PI domain actually interact with the PAM, Jinek et al. prepared target DNA with 

labeled nucleotides (5’-bromo-2’-deoxyuridines) on both ends next to the 5’-GG-3’ dinucleotide 

on the non-complementary strand. This DNA was loaded to catalytically inactive SpCas9 and after 

treating the complex with nuclease and phosphatase, the residues that formed cross-links with 

DNA were identified using nano–high-performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) tandem mass 

spectrometry (MS). The -1 dU nucleotide bound to Trp476 and the +1 dU to Trp1126. Residues 

475 to 477 and 1125 to 1127were mutated to alanines and their cleavage activity of the mutated 

SpCas9 protein in one or both three-nucleotide residues was tested. Mutants in one of the two 

showed no (1125-1127) or slight (475-477) decrease in activity. However mutant in both segments 

was not able to cleave target DNA almost at all, suggesting that at least one tryptophan residue is 

needed to maintain the function. The DNA-binding assay experiments were consistent with such 

results (Jinek et al., 2014). Anders et al. corrected the preposition that Trp476 and Trp1126 are 

directly binding the PAM and suggested that observed bonds were caused by transient intermediate 

of the recognition mechanism or that they were non-specific bonds. They show the binding 

between β-hairpin residues of the CTD Arg1333 and Arg1335 with dG2 and dG3 respectively 

inside the main groove (Figure 6 and Figure 7) (Anders et al., 2014).  

Arginine PAM-interacting residues are conserved between other species that utilize the type II-A 

CRISPR such as Francisella novicida and Streptococcus thermophilus that both have guanines in their 

respective PAMs. Arginine residues are utilized for recognizing guanines, on the other hand 

adenines are often targeted via glutamines (Luscombe et al., 2001). Substitution of the SpCas9s 
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residues Arg1333 and Arg1335 with glutamines however did not make the SpCas9 target sequences 

with 5’-NAA-3’ (Anders et al., 2014).  

 

Figure 6 Visualization of the two arginine residues (Arg 1333 and Arg 1335) 
contacting the guanines of the PAM. Adopted from (Anders et al., 2014). 

Once the PAM is recognized, it is also contacted with 

other residues. Ser1136 form a hydrogen bond with non-

complementary strand dG–3 and Lys1107 binds dC-2 on 

the target strand. Glu1108 and Ser1109 form hydrogen 

bonds with oxygen from the phosphodiester groups of 

dA-1 and dT1 allowing the target-strand nucleotide dT1 

to pair with sgRNA A20. The residues Lys1107, Glu1108 and Ser1109 form a loop called the 

phosphate-lock loop (Anders et al., 2014). The sgRNA-DNA pairing bubble initiates the melting 

of the DNA target and is responsible for forming the RNA-DNA heteroduplex needed for 

cleavage (Sternberg et al., 2014). Because the PAM is recognized 

on the non-target strand, ssDNA scission is slowed by two 

orders of magnitude (Sternberg et al., 2014). Only after respective 

5’-NGG-3’ PAM is recognized (by the arginine residues), the 

complementarity between DNA target sequence and sgRNA 

guide part is tested. This speeds up the process of finding the 

correct target and safes time. Also, this might explain why 

bacterial CRISPR/Cas9 is not self-targeting and destroying its 

own CRISPR, since it is not flanked by PAM (Sternberg et al., 

2014). 

 

Figure 7 Schematic mechanism of contacting the target DNA, melting of dsDNA and hybridization 
of sgRNA with the complementary strand and the participation of the two arginine residues (Arg1333 
and Arg1335) and the phosphate-lock loop. Color coding: orange – sgRNA, cyan – complementary 
strand of target DNA, black – non-complementary strand of DNA. Adopted and edited from 
(Anders et al., 2014). 

The structural data explains experimentally found patterns of the 

sgRNA. It shows that the pairing with the target DNA starts 

from the 20th nucleotide, hence the seed region (nucleotides 13 – 20) is responsible for a specific 

DNA targeting and hence many mismatches cannot be tolerated. On the other hand the sgRNA 

5’ end forms the heteroduplex last and therefore the already established binding can tolerate some 
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mismatches. This corresponds well with the experimental result observed by Jinek et al in 2012. 

Also it is now clear, why sgRNAs with guanine on the position 18 are preferred over sgRNAs with 

other nucleotides on that position. The structure shows a sequence-specific bond between SpCas9 

and the base.  

The information about the PAM recognition mechanism can be used in designing new Cas9s with 

different PAM requirements. Longer PAM could provide even higher target specificity, because 

recognizing of more bases is needed to proceed to the formation of the sgRNA-DNA heteroduplex 

and to the cleavage by the two nuclease domains – the RuvC and the HNH domains. 

Nuclease activity of SpCas9  

In Apo-SpCas9, the HNH active site points out of the nucleic acid-binding groove. This 

conformation seems to be unable to cleave target DNA. Moreover β-hairpin formed by SpCas9 

RuvC residues 1049 to 1059 interfere with the HNH catalytic site. Similar structure was observed 

on an unrelated Actinomyces naeslundii Cas9 crystal suggesting that it is not an artefact of the 

crystallization. The conformational reorganization is initiated by the binding of sgRNA but does 

not require target DNA (Figure 8).  

The RuvC domain 

The RuvC domain is created by a six-stranded β sheet (β1, β2, β5, β11, β14, β17), two two-stranded 

β sheets (β3, β4 and β15, β16) and surrounded by α helices (α33, α34, and α39 to α45). The structure 

resembles the RNase H fold of Escherichia coli RuvC or Thermus thermophilus. The catalytic centrum 

of RuvC nucleases is formed by four amino acids residues two Asp, His and Glu (in Cas9 RuvC 

domain these are Asp10 (in the crystal substituted for Ala), Glu762, His983, and lastly Asp986). 

Cas9 RuvC domain, just as other RuvC nucleases, cleaves DNA utilizing divalent metal ion (Mg2+) 

in the two-metal mechanism. However the Cas9 RuvC domain is not dimeric and does not 

recognizes Holliday junctions and cleaves only one strand of DNA (Nishimasu et al., 2014). By 

mutating Asp10 to Ala10 and radioactively labeling either strand of target DNA it was shown that 

the RuvC domain uses as substrate the non-complementary strand of DNA (Jinek et al., 2014). 

The HNH domain 

The second nuclease domain, the HNH domain, contains a two-stranded β sheet (β12-β13) 

surrounded by four α helices (α35 to α38) a structure similar to the ββα-metal fold known from the 

phage T4 endonuclease VII (Biertumpfel et al., 2007). The Cas9 HNH domain utilizes three 

catalytic residues (Asp839, His840 (in crystal structure substituted for Ala), Asn863) and a single 

divalent metal ion (Mg2+) in the single-metal mechanism cleavage. Residues Asp839 and Asn863 
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coordinate the cation to the scissile phosphate of the DNA (Jinek et al., 2014; Nishimasu et al., 

2014). By mutating His840 to Ala840 the nuclease activity was abolished because the His840 

residue is key for deprotonating the water nucleophile which then attacks the phosphate. Using 

this mutant with radioactively labeled DNA substrate with a respective PAM and target sequence 

(similarly with the RuvC-like domain Ala10 mutant), the results showed that only the non-

complementary strand was nicked. The HNH domain cleaves the complementary DNA strand 

three nucleotides upstream of the PAM producing blunt end (Jinek et al., 2012). 

 

Figure 8 Visualization of the reorganization of the SpCas9 
(top) structure to the SpCas9-sgRNA-target DNA 
(bottom) structure using negative-stain electromagnetic 
microscopy reconstruction (left) and a schematic cartoon with 
highlighted sgRNA-target DNA duplex position. Nuclease 
lobe is colored blue, recognition lobe grey. Adopted from 
(Jinek et al., 2014). 

SpCas9 nickase and deactivated 

SpCas9 as tools in genome 

engineering 

Above described mutant Cas9s (Ala10 

or Ala840) can be used for introducing 

targeted single-strand breaks (nicks) in 

DNA in highly specific genome editing (Haraguchi et al., 2015). Which strand is nicked depends 

on the Cas9 nickase (Cas9n) used (Figure 9). This method can dramatically enhance specificity. 

Single-strand breaks are in vivo quickly repaired via homology directed repair with the 

complementary strand serving as a template. Utilizing both mutants, the chance of off-targeting 

the same locus and nicking both strands is significantly lowered. 

By mutating both nuclease domains the enzyme loses its nuclease activity, but is still able to 

specifically bind DNA (Figure 9). Deactivated Cas9 (dCas9) is used for transcriptional regulation 

(Braun et al., 2016; Wang et al., 2016) or as a targeting protein fused with an enzymatic domain 

(e.g. demethylase) (Choudhury et al., 2016). 
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Figure 9 Functional modifications of Cas9. A) normal Cas9 with both nuclease domains functional. B) Cas9 nickase with the RuvC domain deactivated. 
C) Cas9 nickase with the HNH domain deactivated. D) Catalytically dead Cas9 with both nuclease domains deactivated. E) dCas9 fused with effector 
domain. Adopted and edited from (Mei et al., 2016) (review). 

Cpf1 as a single protein effector complex with novel nuclease domain 

Cas9 is not the only single protein effector complex utilizing CRISPR, the protein Cpf1, recently 

discovered in Acidaminococcus and Lachnospiraceae, stands the same role (Zetsche et al., 2015). There 

are functional and structural correlations between Cas9 and Cpf1, they both target DNA via crRNA 

encoded in the CRISPR and both utilize RuvC-like domain in cleavage. However Cpf1 only uses 

crRNA, not the tracrRNA, it recognizes T-rich PAM and it produces sticky end with a 4 or 5 

nucleotide overhang. Cpf1 poses a RuvC domain that cleaves the not-target strand, but the HNH 

domain is not present. Instead there is putative Nuc domain, which lacks structural or sequence 

similarities with any other protein (Yamano et al., 2016). This domain lays between the RuvC-II 

and RuvC-III motifs and consist of five α helices and nine β strands. The target strand is probably 

cleaved by the Nuc domain outside of the crRNA-DNA heteroduplex (where the non-target strand 

is cleaved by RuvC), therefore the sticky end is produced (Yamano et al., 2016). 

Summary 

CRISPR/Cas systems are the key immune defensive mechanism against viral and other extracellular 

DNA in many prokaryotic organism. CRISPR are short sequences, part of them originating from 
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extracellular DNA itself, but then incorporated into the genome of the prokaryote using Cas 

proteins. These loci are then transcribed and used to target foreign nucleic acids via base 

complementarity. There are five major types of CRISPR/Cas systems, which differ in the type of 

targeted nucleic acid (types I, II, IV and V target DNA, whereas type III targets DNA and RNA), 

utilization of different protein complexes and types of guide RNA. 

The type II CRISPR uses single Cas protein (Cas9) to target and cleave dsDNA with samurai 

accuracy. Because its simple single-protein mechanism, this type CRISPR/Cas9 mainly from S. 

pyogenes is widely employed to introduce specific double-strand breaks (DSB). In nature, Cas9 

binds two RNAs – crRNA which targets DNA and tracrRNA that forms a duplex with crRNA 

and navigates itself into the Cas9 protein. For simpler laboratory use, these two RNAs can be 

prepared as one fused sgRNA that retains attributes of both. 

Cas9 is composed of two lobes REC (also α-helical lobe) and NUC and has two catalytic centers 

that cleave target DNA Nuclease domains RuvC and HNH are in autoinhibited conformation in 

the Apo state of the enzyme, and binding of sgRNA is needed to undergo the conformational 

reorientation. 

The REC lobe forms many bonds with the sgRNAs phosphate backbone and 2’-hydroxyl groups. 

While the guide part of sgRNA and stem loops are bound mostly in a sequence-independent 

manner, the repeat-antirepeat hairpin interaction with the protein is sequence specific. Two 

arginine residues and the phosphate-lock loop in the PI domain are essential for correct PAM 

recognition and sgRNA-DNA pairing. 

After proper loading of sgRNA and target DNA into Cas9, target DNA can be cleaved. The RuvC 

domain nicks the non-complementary strand in the two-metal mechanism. The HNH domain is 

responsible for nicking the complementary strand of target DNA when it utilizes the single-metal 

mechanism of cleavage. 

CRISPR/Cas system is so far the easiest tool for specific targeting, nicking and cleaving DNA. To 

discover its full potential, is was essential to know the chemical interactions behind its mechanisms. 

We are just now walking thru the gates of new era of genome editing as other Cas9 orthologs from 

different organisms are being studied (e. g. Cas9 from Actinomyces naeslundii (Jinek et al., 2014), Cas9 

from Staphylococcus aureus (Nishimasu et al., 2016) or Francisella novicida Cas9 (Hirano et al., 2016)) or 

Cpf1 effector protein from the type V CRISPR (Yamano et al., 2016). This opens up the possibility 

to target sequences with different PAMs and to develop even more efficient effector complexes. 
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The ability to precisely alter a genome combined with a low cytotoxicity of the system suggests 

a potential in gene therapy. In the future many human genetic disorders might be treated with the 

use of the CRISPR/Cas or CRISPR/Cas-like systems. So far model studies are done mostly on 

mice, e. g. the CRISPR/Cas9 treatment of mice with Duchenne muscular dystrophy showed 

promising result (Mendell and Rodino-Klapac, 2016). Also first clinical trials using CRISPR/Cas9 

modified cells to cure cancer just have been approved in China (Cyranoski, 2016) and in the USA 

(Reardon, 2016). The biggest issues in the future of the human genome editing will be, in my 

opinion, ethical and bureaucratical, which was demonstrated for example by a controversy about 

human embryo editing last year (Liang et al., 2015). 
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